
incorporate green into your wardrobe
check-in with loved ones on your progress
option 1: create heart chakra art with affirmations
option 2: take yourself on a date p. 98-100

complete your 7-day-interactive crown
chakra journal
review class in summary; what you learned;
what you found most important; how does
the chakra system relate to the physical
and emotional body; how would describe the
chakra system to a friend; what does the
crown chakra represent to you
write a letter to your future self and
what you would like to manifest within now
and the next year
mail letter to cass sealed in an envelope
with a return address
optional: write a letter to Cass and either
mail or email letter out ABOUT ANYTHING &
EVERYTHING  
tasseography class activity
real talk overview
Final exam
Schedule reiki session with attunement

complete your 7-day interactive heart chakra journal

Chakra Series check listChakra Series check list
Root chakraRoot chakra
Complete your 7-day interactive root
chakra journal
summary of what the root chakra means
to you and how being grounded impacts
your lifestyle
affirmation class activity (partner) 
Chakra course preparedness check 

Complete your 7-day interactive sacral
chakra journal
complete journal prompt of when
someone makes you feel special &
reflect on your uniqueness. 
Summary of what the sacral chakra
means to you; discuss an experience or
preplan for the future on how you will
identify when self-nurturance is needed;
the best way to protect your energy
clairsentience class activity
real talk overview 

complete your 7-day interactive solar
plexus journal
turning obligation into a choice worksheet
class activity
summary of your experience with the solar
plexus between foods you incorporated into
your diet and physical activities; what the sp
means to you; how does grounding relate to
the sp & root chakra
real talk overview

complete your 7-day interactive throat
chakra journal
give advice to a student video or audio clip
let cass know if you give consent for your
advice to a student to be shared
summary of what the throat chakra means to
you and when to recognize when this center
is underactive or overactive
zenner card class activity (partner)
real talk overview

complete your 7-day interactive thrid-eye
journal
affirmation water class activity
create a summary of what the third-eye
means to you. How does the te relate to all
the other chakras learned this far? have
you experienced symptoms or downloads
during the third eye journey? how do you see
yourself staying balanced?
wear indigo/purple shades
check in with loved ones 
real talk overview

real talk overview
heart chakra openers class activity

summary of what the heart chakra means to
you on your path; personal fav breathwork

sacral chakrasacral chakra

solar plexus chakrasolar plexus chakra

heart chakraheart chakra

throat chakrathroat chakra

third-eye chakrathird-eye chakra

crown chakracrown chakra


